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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Large Print. 198 x 127 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The purpose of this book is to
share the healing and inspirational wisdom of our grandmas who offer us recipes for a good and
happy life from Heaven. Grandmas help us to believe in our dreams and are our angels on earth and
our heavenly angels once they crossover to their rocking chair in Heaven. As an intuitive medium,
Geof shares his magnificent talent to help people reconnect with their grandmothers recalling the
treasured moments shared with grandma and to offer hope for a continuous relationship.
Beautifully inspiring messages are provided from the hundreds of people for have employed Geof
to chat with their grandmas from Heaven. Many grandmas that communicate through readings
offer recipes for living a Heavenly life on earth. Using cooking analogies grandmas may choose to
offer their wisdom on love and respect of self, relationships, family relations, service to family,
personal faith and belief and health and well being. The secret recipes that mom keeps hidden in
her little tin treasure chest contain a history of love and caring instructions handed down...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Romaine Rippin-- Romaine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Lyda Davis II-- Lyda Davis II
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